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STRAND REMOTE CONTROL 
SATURABLE REACTOR (CHOKE) SYSTEM SR/PRESET 

This all-electric system has bee n introduced to 
cover the gap between the simple Saturable- .,. 
Reactor on leaflet H.51 and the Console-Preset 
(leaflet H.84) with its magnificent facilities for the 
larger theatre or television studio . 

On installations of 54 control channels or over 
dimmer presetting is essential. That is to say it must 
be possible to set up next complete lighting chang~ 
however complicated, while the previous lighting 
is actually in use. On an all-electric system thls 0 

can only be done by fitting a second dimmer lever 
to each circuit. Either or both lightirtg effects on 
the levers can then be brought into play by opera- · 
ting the master dimmers. 

(1) Moulded dimmer units with finger tip operation twin Red 
and Green Preset levers sharing the same scale and fitted with 
continuous extra low current dimmer windings . Scales are 
curved to follow exactly track of lever knobs and are marked 
O to 10 with half divisions shown in black on white ground. 

i' (2) Amber tablet type switches engraved with large circuit · 
reference number and giving choice of 'Left Master Dimmer' 
'Independent Live ' or 'Right Master Dimmer' . 

(3) Twin Red and Green Preset Master dimmers ta circuits 
grouped to Left and Right . Extra Master dimmer can be fitted 
to the Independent group, which can also act as a Grand Master . 
Master dimmers have 330 ° motion to assist in very slow fades . 
Scale is , however , engraved O to 100. Fade switches are provided 
to each master and the independent live group to enable rapid 1 
~econd dimmer movement to be easily accomplished . 

• Controls (1) (2) and (3) above allow each circuit to. be 
dimmed individually and held at any level from full-on to 
out. Circuits can bP. formed at will into three separate 
groups, thus a cross-face of two entire ly separate sets of 
lighting can be carried out while a third set, for example 
the sky, remains unchanged on independent . 

• The twin levers in each group can be set to differing 
dimmer levels thus allowing a new lighting effect to be preset 
in advance while the first lighting effect is in use . Using the 
master dimmers or fade switches a changeover can be m_ade 
fast or slow from one lighting effect to another with ' or 
without a dark period in between . Alternatively , the two 
lighting effects can be added together . 

(4) 3 position circuit switches with blac k, white or coloured 
tablets engraved with circuit name . Top and bottom positions of 
the switches connect to the top mast er and bottom master black
out respectively . Centre position gives 'Circuit Dead ' (switched 
off by relay) . 

(5) Master ' top ' and 'bottom ' blackout switches. Also fade 
left, right and independent switches as described in (3) above . · 
All these controls are placed conveniently on the sloping panel. 

• Controls in (4) and (5) above , allow circuits to be switched 
individually or grouped up for switch ing from either of two 
master blackouts quite independently of the way they are 
grouped for master dimming or dimmer presetting . This 
greatly increases the control possib ilities and facilitates 
quick working when , as is often the case , several cues come 
one on top of the other . 

It is not possible to do this effectively with simple 
reactor systems because the control currents are 
rel_atively heavy . On the other hand, it is not 
desirable to introduce electronics or other devices 
requiring some degree of expert attention for this 
class of installation. In consequence a robust system 
without any moving parts and requiring a minimum 
of components in a simple circuit has been produced. 
Strand Electric are confident that this system 
fulfils a real need by providing a control with 
excellent facilities for up to 100 dimmer channels 
which will nevertheless give trouble free service in 
most countries of the world and which will require 
minimal maintenance of an elementary order . 

(Fig. 1) Strand SR/Preset in the Whit ehall Theatre , London. 




